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This can be the last weight-loss book you ever read.Finally, make peace with food and have a
body you're proud of by drawing on the wisdom and grace already inside you. Replace cravings
with calmness. Relate to food as a loving friend, not a feared enemy.In her own quest for
freedom from compulsive eating and yo-yo dieting, Moran once the chubby child of a diet doctor
discovered the power of combining the principles of the Twelve Step Program with the gentle
way of eating espoused by yogis and mystics, and now supported by cutting-edge nutritional
research. The result: falling in love with yourself, your life, and The Love-Powered Diet!

"The Love-Powered Diet is thoroughly researched and beautifully written. It gets my highest
recommendation." - Neal Barnard, MD, author of The 21-Day Weight Loss Kickstart and
president of Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine --This text refers to the paperback
edition.ReviewThis book will feed your soul, nourish your body, and leave you happier, healthier,
and more in love with yourself than ever before.—Rory Freedman, co-author of Skinny Bitch"In
order to change self-destructive behaviors, we need to go deeper, to what underlies our
behavior. Victoria Moran shows us how."—Dean Ornish, M.D., author of Dr. Dean Ornish's
Program for Reversing Heart Disease"This beautiful book takes us way beyond weight loss to a
new appreciation of total health, inner and outer beauty, and a loving truce with food."—John
Robbins, author of Diet for a New America"If you have been see king a new relationship—with
food, with your body, with life—Victoria Moran's book is the magic ingredient you need. It is a
recipe for sane, safe eating..."—Michael Klaper, M.D., Scientific director of EarthSave and
author of Vegan Nutrition: Pure and Simple"Victoria Moran's powerful book bridges the gap
between knowing that we should eat better and actually doing it. The Love-Powered Diet is
thoroughly researched and beautifully written. It gets my highest recommendation."—Neal D.
Barnard, M.D., President of Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine"Courageous,
forthright, warm, and informative. I give it my highest recommendation... The Love-Powered Diet
has affected my life."—Benjamin Shield, Ph.D., co-author of Handbook for the Soul and
Handbook for the Heart"In The Love-Powered Diet you'll learn ways to make immediate changes
in your attitude and diet that will have a profound effect on your self-esteem, health, and life. If
you want to look younger, lose weight for good, prevent disease, reclaim your life, or just feel
radiantly healthy, this superb, practical guide was written just for you."—Susan Smith Jones,
Ph.D., author of Choose Radiant Health and Happiness"While making us salivate for the crunch
and fun of healthy eating, Victoria delivers the best message of all, that keeping off lost weight
requires maintenance of a fit spiritual condition. Such an enjoyable romp into understanding
what foods work and why."—Judi Hollis, author of Fat is a Family Affair --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the AuthorThis is the third incarnation of a book I originally wrote in the



early 1990s. At that time, I'd kept off 60 pounds for seven years; now it's been nearly thirty --
something that rarely happens, but if it happened for me, it can happen for you. What I share in
The Love-Powered Diet is a combination approach that saved my life: (1) change from the inside
-- this has nothing whatsoever to do with food; it has to do with internal wiring, a revamp of which
is absolutely essential to transform a compulsive eater, chronic dieter, or food addict; and (2) a
thorough introduction to a whole-foods, plant-based diet, the way I've eaten for all this time,
never dieted, and haven't had to worry about weight. In a way, this is two books in one, and if
even only one half speaks to you, it could change everything for the better.(Note: If you're
thinking of buying this book, do choose this edition which has been revised and updated; any
earlier version of The Love-Powered Diet is old [1992], and the book called Love Yourself Thin is
a 1997 version of that same book.) --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorVictoria Moran is the author of eleven books, an international speaker on wellness and
personal growth, and a certified holistic health counselor. She has maintained a weight loss of
more than sixty pounds for nearly three decades. Her other books on weight loss include Fit
from Within; Fat, Broke & Lonely No More; and books on health and well-being include Lit from
Within, Younger by the Day, and Main Street Vegan. Her website is mainstreetvegan.net. Follow
her on Twitter @Victoria_Moran. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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years of your childhoodwith this project in its original form, and for your continuing inspiration.For
any good this book does, at least half the credit is yours.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI wish to thank
Martin Rowe and everyone at Lantern Books for their decision to publish this new edition of The
Love-Powered Diet; my friend Patti Breitman, agent for this book once again; and everyone who
kept saying: “That book was before its time. It needs to be published again.” Among these
staunch supporters are Karen Kelly, editor of the second edition (its title then was Love Yourself
Thin); John Pierre, a Chicago personal trainer and lifestyle coach who uses the book with his
clients; and my longtime friend Lane Martin who has championed The Love-Powered Diet from
its beginnings.I also owe a special debt of gratitude to another great friend and wordsmith in her
own right, Elizabeth Cutting, who brought this book in its previous form to a publisher-ready
manuscript. Thanks also go to the professionals who offered their nutritional expertise: George
Eisman, RD, Suzanne Havala-Hobbs, MS, RD, MPH, and Michael Klaper, MD; and to Mary Max
for her generous website recommendations and for the “Veggie by Brand” sidebar in Chapter
Eight.Finally, I extend my appreciation to the many individuals who filled out questionnaires
concerning their recovery from food addiction; the many writers, teachers, and mentors in the



world of compassionate living and plant-based dining; the hundreds of recovering people who
have guided and educated me over the years; and to Alcoholics Anonymous and Overeaters
Anonymous for the wisdom of the Twelve Steps.FOREWORD TO THE THIRD EDITIONThe
Love-Powered Diet was first published in 1992 by New World Library.In 1997, it was revised and
re-released by Daybreak, an imprint of Rodale Books, with the title Love Yourself Thin. When I
wrote the original text, the now accepted notion that overeating could be a disease or addiction
similar to alcoholism, drug addiction, or compulsive gambling was widely discounted, and most
people believed that “going on a diet” would solve the problem.We’ve come a long way. There’s
more understanding today of the kind of eating that’s done to fill an inner void, and that the same
kind of recovery process shown by time to work on all manner of addictions can address food
addiction as well. The scientific studies about the health benefits of a plant-based diet were just
beginning to surface when I wrote The Love-Powered Diet in its first version and they have
continued to mount. There’s now irrefutable research showing that fruits, vegetables, legumes,
and whole grains are the foods of choice for good health, long life, and maintaining proper
weight without the agony of dieting.There’s one thing that hasn’t changed in all this time,
however: I’ve continued to be blessed with freedom from compulsive overeating. I continue living
in a fit, healthy body, and being free from worry about how much I weigh or what I’m going to eat.
This is a gift that I trust you, too, will receive as you read this book and do what it says.The Love-
Powered Diet addresses a dual dilemma: the addictive nature of overeating and the nutritional
shortfalls of the standard American diet. It offers solutions for both. I see the benefits of this way
of living and eating every day in friends, colleagues, clients in my life-coaching practice, and in
my own evolving experience. Some readers of this book will relate to the spiritual part of the
process and grab on to Twelve-Step recovery like a life raft. They’ll use the principles on their
own or join Overeaters Anonymous and find hope there that they never knew existed.Others will
take to the dietary principles, a compassionate way of eating that allows for weight loss and
maintenance without deprivation, dieting, weighing and measuring every morsel, and worrying
that the weight will come back. Those who find a way to apply both strands of love-powered living
—spiritual and dietary—to their own circumstances will benefit most.I wish you peace, health,
and happiness, and an open heart.—Victoria MoranWoodstock, New YorkJune 2008AUTHOR’S
NOTEThe premise of The Love-Powered Diet is simple. It’s one idea with two parts:(1) Inner
awareness of unconditional love can make profound changes in a person’s life.(2) Inner change
includes the ability to make positive, loving food choices.This book is especially addressed to
food addicts—that is, any person of any body size who’s engaged in a longstanding battle with a
knife and fork. Its principles can, however, help anyone eat more healthfully and live more
happily.The format of the Twelve Steps, originally developed by Alcoholics Anonymous, is used
in this book. These steps aren’t the only way to bring about a spiritual awakening powerful
enough to change one’s life and behavior, but they have had unparalleled success in helping
people with a wide range of dependencies, including alcohol, drugs, unhealthy relationships,
and compulsive eating. There is no official or unofficial connection between this book and any



Twelve Step organization.The loving food choices referred to involve selecting natural foods from
the plant kingdom that promote physical health and discourage overeating. Choosing these
foods expresses love not only to oneself but to nonhuman animals and the environment.
Connecting this way of eating to a Twelve Step lifestyle is my idea, and Overeaters Anonymous,
the largest and most visible Twelve Step program for people with food issues, does not endorse
this or any other particular dietary choice.The spiritual and physical aspects presented in this
book are, however, two parts of a single whole. There are many people who have overcome
eating disorders by approaching food differently than I suggest, and there are people who have
lost weight and kept it off simply by switching to a plant-based diet. Nevertheless, linking the two
creates a winning combination. In fact, one can lead to the other. People who deepen their
spiritual lives often evolve toward a gentler, more natural diet. Conversely, those who discover
natural foods, particularly men and women who become vegetarians or vegans, are often led to
explore their spiritual natures.Recognizing that spirituality is an emotionally charged subject for
many people, I’ve done my best to keep my vocabulary and references acceptable both to
people who are traditionally religious and those who are not. If any references in this book make
you uncomfortable, feel free to substitute another word or phrase, such as “Spirit” for “God.” You
do not have to change your beliefs about religion or the afterlife to draw upon the love already
inside you to make this a life of freedom and joy.INTRODUCTIONThis is your fairy godmother
speaking: You can have a body you think is gorgeous—not just for the ball, but forever. You can
go to sleep at night without hating yourself for what you ate during the day, and you’ll never again
need to count calories or carbohydrates, grams of fat or ounces of food. You only need to count
yourself lucky for having discovered a new way of seeing and doing things.OK, so I’m not your
fairy godmother. I’m another person just like you with a food problem that took me around the
block so many times I could have passed as a meter reader. I cannot zap you with a magic
wand. You’ll just think I did once you discover within yourself a source of power to change your
eating and your life—one that’s more effective than a regiment of fairy godmothers marching in
formation. This is the power of love. Don’t be put off by an overused word. It’s an extremely
underused resource.You know how being in love transforms the way people look and feel, and
how loving someone or something can give a person a sense of purpose and power. There’s
more than one story about a small woman lifting an automobile off her child trapped beneath it.
There’s also abundant evidence of the crucial role that love plays in healing. Physicians such as
Bernie Siegel, Larry Dossey, and Deepak Chopra have documented how loving oneself and
others can mean the difference between getting well and giving up. When patients open
themselves to love as an active energy in its own right, they can experience changes in their own
bodies and emotions that appear miraculous. Some think of this as divine love, others as the
synchronizing force that keeps electrons whirling about the nucleus of every atom. It works either
way.This love can revolutionize your relationship with food because the love already inside you is
not only strengthening, it’s filling. If you have a history of overeating and being overweight—or its
flip side of chronic dieting, bulimia, or over-exercising—you may have already realized that



you’re not eating to fill your stomach. You’re eating to fill a gash in your soul.There isn’t enough
food on Earth to fill that inner void, and there aren’t enough friends, lovers, or children, houses,
cars, or stock certificates, clothes, compliments, or accomplishments to fill it either.
Nevertheless, when you connect with the love inside you, a comfortable sense of enoughness
begins to emerge. The dictionary claims that “enoughness” isn’t a word, but without it, you and
food will always be at war.You win this battle when you give up the fight. Attach your willpower to
the nearest white flag and let love take over. That’s when you’ll understand that you are enough.
You are attractive enough. You are lovable enough. And for this day, the most important one
there is, you are thin enough, too. When I use the word thin, I don’t mean model-thin or athlete-
thin or adolescent-thin. I mean feeling comfortable with your body and proud to walk around in it.
Thin, as used in this book, means having a body that serves you well so you can live freely
without wishing you weighed less.Do you know what will happen when you comprehend—not
just with your head but with your heart and your spirit—that you’re indeed thin enough for the day
at hand, that you’re truly attractive and lovable? You’ll treat yourself as someone who’s all those
things. For starters, you’ll eat a like a thin, attractive, lovable person does. When I was fighting
food with the vigor of a fresh Marine recruit, a wise old fellow told me that I was putting the cart
before the horse in trying to eat less than I wanted and to exercise more. He said that it works the
other way around, that people who are healthy automatically do healthy things.Every concerned
and loving action you take shows the love-empowerment working in your life. Using a cloth bag
instead of plastic is like making yourself a couple of baked potatoes instead of tearing into a bag
of chips. Both show you care, and it’s pretty difficult to practice genuine caring and addictive
behavior at the same time.Goodness knows, I was an authority on healthy things. I’d been
writing articles about health, fitness, and beauty since I was nineteen. I read, researched, and
wrote, keeping abreast of the latest trends in diet, nutrition, exercise, and behavior modification. I
interviewed experts and passed their findings along. I’d accumulated so much information that
my head ached, but I was trapped in a binge/diet cycle so insidious that most of the time, my
heart ached, too.It was embarrassing enough to go from fat to thin and back again like a human
accordion. In addition to seeing myself as a diet failure, I saw myself as a phony. The words I
wrote were true based on the knowledge available at the time, but I wasn’t able to put them into
practice. Like a marriage counselor going through his fifth divorce, my work and my life were
sorely fragmented.Fragmentation—fragmented lives in a fragmented society—is a component
most of the time when eating is out of balance. The love-powered approach meets fragmentation
with integration because pure, essential love is an integrating force. It doesn’t foster bits and
pieces. Love will not only make a difference in what you eat and the amount of exercise you get
but it will also enhance the way you feel about your body. The integrating power of love can bring
all your parts into a functioning whole. When it infuses the way you eat and the way you live, your
body will definitely show results, but so will every other aspect of your life. Nothing less than that
can bring about changes that last.When love fills your emptiness and integrates your
fragmented factions, you’ll no longer need a closet filled with clothes that range in size from 2 to



triple-X. You won’t need to be a person who starts every Monday with a dismal diet that’s tossed
aside by Tuesday afternoon. You can stop spending your money on every pill, potion, and
promise that comes around. The kind of love I’m talking about keeps its promises a day at a
time, as surely as the sun brings light in the morning. Without that, weight loss is destined to be
temporary. You know that’s as true as an oath in court because you’ve lost weight before. You’d
be better off keeping the body you have right now and learning to cherish it than to have one
more raving success with a diet, then blow the lid off it and despise yourself. Those episodes
erode the spirit. You deserve the chance to leave them behind for good.The only way I know to
bring destructive eating to a screeching halt and keep it there on a daily basis is to let love take
care of it. I not only tried the other ways, I wrote articles about them. There were plenty of good
ideas in those approaches. Many were sane and logical, devised by intelligent, caring people,
but the power to make them work for me wasn’t in them. They presented valid facts about
nutrition or working out or “thinking thin,” but these facts were as useless to me as one perfectly
decent battery in a flashlight that needs two.The love-powered approach is different because it
works on both perspective and practice. On an inner level, it means trading willpower for love’s
power. In practical application, it means living and eating in love-inspired fashion. The foods
you’ll prefer will be those that express love—to your physical self, to all livingkind, and to the
planet that provides our food in the first place. You won’t be dieting. It’s known now that that kind
of regimentation can’t realistically be imposed on natural processes, and that responding to
hunger is as natural to us as blinking or breathing. Instead of dieting, you’ll be choosing to care
for yourself and those around you as you make your selections at the supermarket or from the
menu.Because you’re worth the best, your way of eating will reflect the low-fat, high-fiber, high-
complex-carbohydrate recommendations of the American Heart Association, the American
Cancer Society, and the overwhelming majority of human nutrition studies of the past forty years.
In fact, it will epitomize these recommendations. And luscious fruits, colorful vegetables, hearty
whole grains, and protein-rich legumes satisfy hunger while they discourage cravings. With a
loving attitude and these foods as the staples in your kitchen, you really can eat all you want
because what you want will finally be what you need. Weight loss and maintenance will proceed
spontaneously without undue attention. You can stop watching your weight and start seeing the
beauty that’s in and around you. In this way, love works in you to make your life better and
through you to make your world better.There’s an old maxim that says, “He who lives for himself
alone lives for the meanest mortal known.” Those who eat for themselves alone are in something
of the same category. One of the reasons why diets so often fail is that, instead of bringing you
into the stream of life, they set you apart from it—off somewhere with your blender and your
portion scale and your food diary. With the love-powered approach, being part of life is part of
the solution.Is this going to be complicated? No, it’s deceptively simple. Will it be easy? Not all
the time, but living this way is, at its toughest, easier than trying to convince yourself that the ice
cream in your shopping cart is for the family, when you know that your husband is out of town
and both your kids are allergic to dairy. Probably the most difficult thing you’ll have to grapple



with is giving up the fight. You may feel as if you’ve gone AWOL, but believe me: with love as
your commander-in-chief you’ll be honorably discharged from active combat. You’ll be able to
harmonize an inner awareness of love with loving outward actions—food choices included.This
harmony is essential for durable change, whether you want to overcome chronic binge eating,
do away with an annoying ten pounds, stop dieting for the first time since puberty, or simply eat a
little more healthfully than you do now. Life without the dual plagues of compulsive eating and
fanatical weight control is precious indeed. Health of body and peace of mind are also priceless
commodities. To help you toward these, love yourself to a new relationship with food; love
yourself to a new appreciation for yourself and your body; and love yourself thin without forcing
yourself there.CHAPTER ONEMY STORY (AND FOOD AS A FIX)I was a fat little girl in a fat-
phobic family. There was a diet for me taped to the refrigerator and I only got a milkshake when I
was sick. Years later I had a cold and my boyfriend brought me a French vanilla shake. I married
him. You see, my father had been a physician who had gradually turned his practice from ear,
nose, and throat to fat, flab, and cellulite. My mother managed “reducing salons”—anemic
precursors to the modern health club—with adipose-jiggling machines and the promise of
effortless weight loss. I knew early on that my plumpness was not pleasing and that I was bad for
business.It wasn’t that I didn’t want to be good and stick to my diet. I knew that there were
starving children who didn’t even have grapefruit and grilled halibut, but the notion of restricting
what I ate was terrifying. It meant giving up the sublime security that came from an illicit cookie
or a bag of trail mix (that’s healthy, right?). When I was eating, I felt safe, content, and loved.
Once the food was gone, so was the feeling. Like everyone else, I needed food to sustain life,
but I also needed it to face life. I didn’t know it then, but I was hooked. Food was my fix.When I
was thirteen, I discovered the flipside of my addiction: the high of being thin. I’d been sick and
wasn’t able to eat for a couple of weeks. Once I got out of bed, I weighed myself: 111 pounds. I
had bones. They were wonderful. I was wonderful. I bought a gorgeous green satin dress with
puffy sleeves and a dropped waist and a flippy little skirt. I was awed by own reflection in the
mirror. I thought I looked like the models in the teen magazines. I could have died in peace at that
moment. I was finally OK.I never got to go anywhere in that green satin dress, however. I was
back to 140 pounds in little over a month, and I felt for the first time “pitiful and incomprehensible
demoralization”—the phrase the book Alcoholics Anonymous uses to describe the state of an
alcoholic who had once gained some control and then lost it again. I never drank, but the phrase
fit.I didn’t realize then that, as with the alcoholic, control wasn’t the point. I was ill when it came to
food, and I could no more control my eating than I could “control” the healing of a broken leg.
That’s why all my stalwart attempts at managing my eating ended as dismal failures.One of
these came for me at age twenty when I lost weight with a popular commercial weight-loss
system. When I reached the prescribed “goal weight,” I was afraid to go off the diet and got down
to the absurdly low weight of 98 pounds. Unlike an anorexic who would have kept on losing, I
took my two-digit reading on the scale as evidence that I’d broken the thin barrier. I was cured. I
bought a pound of roasted cashews, ate them all on the bus ride home. I kept this up and gained



twenty pounds in sixty days.Had I been sane, I’d have realized that that put me at my ideal
weight, but instead I saw myself on an unstoppable course that would take me further and
further up in poundage and down in self-esteem. “Pitiful and incomprehensible demoralization”
combined with such hatred for my eventually inflated body that I refused to be seen by anyone
who knew me. I quit my job and moved to Chicago where I planned to hide, diet, and return at
some future date in triumphant thinness.While in Chicago, I learned to fast, perfecting two-week
stints on water only and doing several short juice fasts as well. My physical self shrank
obediently every time, but I was so ravenous after each of these Gandhian intervals that, after
eighteen months on a starve-binge cycle, the final tally was a weight gain of over fifty pounds.
After that, I stayed away from scales.It took months for my ability to diet to resurface. I was
inspired by my boyfriend’s taking off for the West Coast, maybe to come back, maybe not. Hurt
and anger mobilized my resolve: I’d get thin and beautiful and show him what he’d left behind. I
lost weight and he proposed, but neither of us realized that, heavy or slim, I was a food
addict.The façade started to crack with little weight gains here and there. They were frightening,
and I felt I couldn’t trust myself around a refrigerator while subject to any of the ordinary
pressures of life—work, my roommate, my cat. The answer: fat farms. I took a week in Texas the
first time, then two in Florida. It was becoming an expensive habit, so I started checking myself
into nice local hotels to diet or fast and use their health club facilities. It worked well for a while,
but as I needed to go more frequently, cost again became an issue.I looked for cheaper and
cheaper hotels. The last was a past-its-prime hostelry at the tawdry end of downtown. It had a
phone book minus the Yellow Pages and a Gideon Bible lacking most of the New Testament.
The carpet had been burned in spots by a careless smoker and the television was chained to
the wall. “I’m in a bona fide flophouse,” I told myself. “And I got here with a fork.” I cried most of
the night because I knew I’d become the equivalent of a gutter drunk, but if I told anyone that,
they’d laugh and tell me to push myself away from the table.It was becoming obvious that I had a
problem that went beyond calories in and calories burned, so I sought help from various
therapists and counselors who pointed out numerous reasons why I ate the way I did. The list
was impressive:• I’d had a digestive disorder as an infant, so I carried with me a primal fear of
starvation• My parents’ professions had set me up for an eating disorder, and my staying
overweight was an unconscious ploy to demand their unconditional love• Since I’d been a heavy
kid, I had a greater number of fat cells than people who had gained weight in adulthood and
simply enlarged the ones they had; all those greedy lipid cells were crying out to be fed• I had,
according to one unconventional psychologist, died of hunger in a past life and was trying to
make up for it in this one.Some Things Food Addicts May Do• Hide food• Sneak food• Go on
diets, usually on Mondays• Make promises, vows, and deals with themselves, others, and God
about eating less and losing weight• Lie to themselves, others, and God• Avoid scales or weigh
themselves compulsively• Dissociate from their bodies—live from the neck up• Put off living—
shopping, swimming, vacationing, making love—until weight is lost• Detest physical exercise or
become addicted to exercise (but may still detest it)• Feel unattractive or conditionally attractive



based on a scale number or clothing size• Hate fat people (or hate thin people)• Have special
binge foods as drugs of choice (chocolate, sweets, salty snacks, cheese, and rich, creamy foods
are favorites) but could binge on almost anything in a pinch• Vomit after a binge or even after a
moderate meal or snack (bulimia)• Eat others’ leftovers, unthawed frozen foods, or nonfoods
(e.g., the paper from around a muffin, used tea bags, chewing gum)• Diet successfully for a time,
then gain back as much or more weight than was lost (the ability to diet eventually ceases
altogether)• Find it easier to fast than to eat moderately• Push food on other people, especially
when depriving themselves• Cook and bake—though in later stages of the disease, these may
fall aside in favor of readymade, instant- gratification items• Please people, be sweet• Make
jokes, be jolly• Be defensive, feel put upon, take up the cause of “fat lib”• Deal inappropriately
with anger, either denying (“stuffing”) it or having attacks of rage, usually toward someone
powerless, such as a child or companion animal• Switch compulsions, such as giving up food for
a time and becoming addicted to drugs, sex, working, or spendingI was grateful to learn all these
fascinating hypotheses about my behavior. Unfortunately, being so enlightened didn’t change a
thing. The solution, if there was to be one, had to come in another way. And it did. I didn’t
outgrow my food addiction, I don’t have any more willpower than I ever did, and I haven’t had
broiled halibut in decades. Nevertheless, I didn’t eat for a fix today and I didn’t obsess over the
size and shape of my body. As a practicing food addict, I was helpless, but I was never hopeless.
Neither are you.PatternsYou may eat for a fix in many of the ways that I did. The pattern may
have started early in life or when you got married or after you were divorced. You may trace it to a
pregnancy or the loss of someone you loved, or it may have come upon you subtly and
gradually. You may eat enormous meals or snack all day and not even remember when you had
your last real breakfast, lunch, or dinner. You may only eat unreasonably when it comes to
chocolate or other sweets, or salty, crunchy snacks. Perhaps you eat sparingly around other
people and binge on the sly so no one can understand why you can’t lose weight. (“She eats like
a bird,” you’ve heard them say, “but she’s as big as a house.”)On the other hand, you may be
enviably slim and only you know that you stay that way by throwing up every day or that your
preoccupation with fitness long ago shifted from a healthy habit to a tyrannical compulsion. You
could be eating quite reasonably and looking fine but you feel fat, berate yourself, and believe
that if only you had a perfect body, you could live a perfect life. Maybe you’re so devastated by
the addiction that you avoid people as much as you can and hardly bother to wash the one outfit
that you can still wear. More likely, though, you seem to function flawlessly and keep on top of
everything except for a “little problem with eating.” It’s also possible that you don’t have a serious
problem with overeating or body image, but it’s been six months since your doctor told you to
make some changes in your food choices and you haven’t been able to do it to save your
life.Whatever category you belong in, you’ve probably said, “I guess I just like food too much.” Of
course you like food. Everybody does. We’re supposed to like it soSome Things Food Addicts
May Think• This time will be different• I ate too much (or gained weight) so I’m a bad person• No
one else eats like I do• If you really knew me, you wouldn’t like me• I’m fat and disgusting• I



broke my diet so I’m a failure• Since I ate that cookie, it means I’ve blown it and have to eat a
quart of ice cream• I’ve lost weight now so life is supposed to be perfect• I’ve lost weight now so
I’m cured• I’ll just have a little bit• I’ll get back on my diet tomorrow• Eating will make me feel
better• I have to eat something to get through this tragedy/term paper/telephone call• A venti
cappuccino is really just a big cup of coffee• When I lose weight, I’ll be beautiful• When I lose
weight, my husband/wife/ lover will love me (or I’ll find a husband/wife/lover who’ll love me)•
When I lose weight, my mother/ father/other significant person from my past will love and accept
me (even if they’re dead)• When I lose weight, I’ll do everything I ever wanted to do• I feel fat (in
response to being full, depressed, premenstrual, or constipated, or as a response to rejection,
disappointment, or presumed failure)• If I eat while I read, it won’t count (the same goes for food
sampled during cooking)• I deserve a treat (euphemism for extra food), or I deserve to be
punished (food can do that, too)• Eventually, I’ll just have the surgery and lose weight that
waymuch that we eat it as long as we live and live as long as we can. That’s nature’s way. It’s
only when food seems to choose us instead of our choosing it that something is wrong. Any time
we stuff ourselves, starve ourselves, or eat something we know to be harmful, we’re mistreating
ourselves in ways that we don’t deserve. When we do any of these things repeatedly, we
establish a self-destructive and self-defeating pattern. When we want to stop but can’t, we’re
addicted.Some would argue with that terminology. They would say that food is not universally
addictive like heroin or even selectively addictive like alcohol. They might argue that food can
cause, at worst, a behavioral dependence. The phenomenon of craving, however, exists in food
addiction as in any other kind. It was powerful enough to send me out on foot at midnight in
search of caramels. I once had cravings so strong I took leftover cake from an office
wastebasket, brushed off the debris, and ate all but the cardboard plate.I also know that food
can be the object of addiction because I see others and myself recovering by using the same
principles of transformation that work for other addictions. The only real difference in getting over
a food addiction as opposed to an addiction to alcohol is one of abstemiousness versus
abstinence. Alcoholics stop drinking alcohol. Drug addicts stop using mood-altering drugs. Food
addicts can’t give up eating, but we can stop eating for a fix. Recovery is a delicate balance
somewhere between the binge and the diet. That’s where we abandon the struggle and find
sanity and peace of mind.The dictionary defines recovery as “to get back.” For me it has meant
getting back some surprising things—the years I lost to binge-eating, for instance. I spent so
much of my earlier life in the disease that even though I’m well over fifty, I delight in looking and
feeling younger than I am. I’m able to use the nutritional knowledge that I had in abundance
(food addicts love learning about food) but could never apply. I’ve even gotten back the joy of
eating. What I did before was drugging, and it was seldom pleasant to my stomach or my
conscience. Eating is a pleasure today—that’s how it should be. But it’s a peripheral pleasure,
not the center of my world. And this is not some new, post-diet euphoria: it’s been like this for me,
one day following another, for nearly twenty-five years.I once hated the way that I ate but
couldn’t change it. The difference started when I gave up willpower for the power of love—love



for myself and from myself, for others and from them, and grounded in the love that is also
power. I’m comfortable calling that God. You can call it whatever you like. It has, by any name,
provided an answer where there seemed to be none, and a life beyond the fix that’s filled with
hope and humor and expectation. Tapping into this power is essential for addicts to live again,
and my hunch is that some of that same power is needed for almost anyone to make major
lifestyle changes that last. If you do not believe in miracles, or if you think that they don’t happen
anymore, just come to my house for dinner.Some Things People Say to Food Addicts (that don’t
help at all)• Use a little willpower• Push yourself away from the table• I’ve got this great diet for
you• Just eat less• How could you let yourself get this way?• I need to be perfectly honest with
you . (followed by almost anything)• You have such a pretty face• I remember when you wore a
size 6 . (or 8 or 14)• Your sister/brother/friend trimmed down so nicely• I’ll come over at six
tomorrow morning . and we’ll go out for a run• Come on, you have to shape up if you want to
attract the ladies (or men)• I don’t know how to tell you this, but do you realize you have a weight
problem?• You look perfectly fine—well, except you could lose a few pounds• You’re too old to
change how you eat (or you’re too young not to)• I’m only concerned about your health• You
know, gluttony is a sin• Take one of these pills whenever you get hungry• Beauty is only skin
deep anyhow• Do what I did and put a sign on the refrigerator that says “Oink!”• You can have
just one (or, a little won’t hurt this once)• I baked these especially for you• You’d feel so much
better about yourself if you lost a little weight• I clipped out this article about how much being
overweight shortens life expectancy• I lost five pounds taking these great vitamins—in fact, I’m
selling them now• You just need to get hold of yourself (with or without an addendum about how
much of yourself there is to get hold of)CHAPTER TWOTHE BODY AND THE SPIRITLike
stepchildren in fairy tales, our bodies get blamed for a lot. When we criticize them, we put
ourselves down, too. If you’ve ever said, “I hate my thighs,” or “I used to be pretty but now I’m a
wreck,” or “Look at this fat—I’m really disgusting,” you were playing the role of your own evil
stepmother.Your weight may be a problem, but it isn’t the problem. It’s a symptom—almost
always a symptom of an unhealthy or unloving relationship with food. You can be rid of the
symptom while the real problem flourishes. Getting thin is not a cure. Any size 2 woman with
bulimia can attest to that. Nevertheless, if you deal with the cause of the overweight, your body
will reflect wellness, balance, and beauty that go far beyond how you look in something
clingy.There’s a cause-and-effect chain with which you need to be familiar:INNER MALAISE
leads to DESTRUCTIVE EATINGwhich (usually) leads to OVERWEIGHT.The components of
inner malaise are fear and discontent, stress and impaired self-image, emotional leftovers from
childhood, or anything else that stands between us and a reasonable degree of
contentment.Instead of starting at the source, though, we’ve traditionally gone after the obvious,
the weight. And why not? We can see it. We can even weigh it, for heaven’s sake. But when it’s
gone (via diet, exercise, liposuction, even gastric bypass), the inner malaise can still be active,
resulting in further destructive eating. In fact, as long as the inner malaise goes unchecked, even
dieting is destructive eating (or destructive non-eating). It will eventually lead to gaining back the



lost weight, or to some variation on the theme, such as bulimia or exercise addiction.This is not
to say that there are no physiological reasons why some people struggle more than others with
overweight. Scientists have found evidence that low levels of a hormone called leptin may cause
some men and women—perhaps ten percent of heavy people—to store extra fat. There’s also a
gene called lipoprotein lipase (LPL) that determines whether a particular body is better at using
calories consumed or storing them as fat. (Even these genetic factors can be offset to some
degree with exercise and the low-fat, plant-based eating program we’ll discuss in the second
half of this book.)For some people with food and weight problems, refined sugars and greasy,
salty snacks seem to cause an addictive reaction that leads to overeating. Too much fat in your
diet can result in too much fat on your body, and lack of exercise can lower your metabolic rate,
encouraging fat storage. Dieting itself is also a factor. The deprivation of dieting can cause a
physical and emotional backlash that Neal Barnard, MD, has called restrained eater
phenomenon. “The body cannot distinguish dieting from starvation,” Dr. Barnard writes in his
book The Power of Your Plate. “We are automatically driven to gorge ourselves in anticipation of
recurrent famine.”Another problem with dieting is that it usually limits the range of tastes we’re
permitted to enjoy. According to the time-honored healing system of Ayurveda, we need to
experience the full spectrum of tastes in order to feel satisfied. The typical Westerner eats foods
that are primarily sweet and salty, largely depriving the taste buds of sour, bitter, pungent (spicy),
and astringent sensations. (Astringent refers to the clean and slightly dry taste of foods such as
beans, apples, potatoes, and cabbage.) Dieters restrict themselves even further. When we don’t
get all six tastes each day, preferably at every lunch and dinner, we can feel that something is
missing. We think that we need second helpings or dessert or cafeteria-style evenings of one
snack after another. One solution to taste deprivation is to include a bit of the Indian condiment
chutney, made from a variety of fruits and spices, with every meal.Another is to eat adequately
from a wide variety of “real foods” and not live in mortal terror of their calorie content.Knowing
about the various physical reasons that may underlie an off-kilter relationship with food is
different from doing something about them. What is it that keeps so many people from doing
what they know would bring them what they want? For a great many people—and only you can
decide if you’re one of them—inner malaise blocks their attempts to put into practice the good
things they already know about nutrition and a healthy lifestyle.Some people have realized that
attacking the weight is a hopeless maneuver, and they have proposed alternative plans of action
that focus on the second part of the equation: the eating itself. Their strategy is generally
behavior modification—techniques such as taking small bites and putting the fork down between
them, or forgoing the fork altogether and giving chopsticks a try, or perhaps not eating alone or
not eating after seven PM. These can be positive practices, but most of the time they fail over the
long haul. Why? Because our actions ultimately grow out of ourselves. Unless we change, our
actions aren’t likely to change in any long-term way.On the other hand, when the inner malaise
itself is addressed, both harmful eating patterns and the fat storage that follows lose their source
and sustenance. Tiny miracles transpire one by one. We take those smaller bites. We aren’t



hanging onto the fork as if it were our firstborn babe. Breathing gets easier. Clothes get looser.
And although we never asked for this one, life gets better. It has to, because it’s being lived in a
new and decidedly better way.Healing at the Desire LevelWhen healing comes like this, from
within, it’s healing at the desire level. It’s no longer wanting a candy bar and settling for an
orange; it’s wanting an orange—organic, juicy, in season—and relishing every bite of it. This
doesn’t mean that there will never again be food choices to make. There are healthful and
unhealthful food choices just as there are healthful and unhealthful life choices. Only by dealing
with the inner malaise, though, are we able to truly make choices about what we eat. Otherwise,
the choices are made for us and we usually regret them.Phase Out Fat DaysDo you ever have
fat days? On fat days you feel fat regardless of your Body Mass Index or the size of your
jeans.These days can be precipitated by eating way too much, a little too much, or just what you
think is too much. They can also be brought on by such seeming irrelevancies as having dirty
hair or an argument with your mother. Losing weight isn’t a fully satisfactory response to fat days
since they’re so subjective. For people with anorexia, every day is a fat day, even if they’re near
death from lack of nourishment.The rest of us may laugh off fat days, but they’re not laughable,
because they’re . days when you love yourself less than you deserve. You’re lovable every day.
You can’t force yourself to believe that, but you can allow the possibility that it’s true to enter your
world view. Allowing for such possibilities is a spiritual activity because it takes place deep within
you.A young woman once said to me, “When I’m 150 and the scale is going up, I’m the fattest,
ugliest person on Earth, but when I’m 150 and the scale is coming down, I’m absolutely
beautiful.” Perhaps you relate. This woman has long since recovered from compulsive eating and
the feeling of “going up” and “coming down” affects her today only on airplanes and
elevators.Spiritual recovery means more than an end to eating for a fix. It also implies
befriending your body. You don’t wait to do that until after you’ve reached some arbitrary goal
weight. You do it today, the first day that you put your food choices in the hands of a loving
Higher Power.The imaging ability of your mind that can be twisted to give you fat days can be
uplifted to give you attractive and healthy days. As these days accrue, your physical body will
catch up with your mental image. Since the body is subject to physical laws, it will take some
time for its form to change, but the time it takes for you to be happy and to have an attractive,
healthy day is no time at all.When we turn to unhealthful or excessive food (or any other
damaging substance or practice) in order to feel better, it’s because something is missing in our
lives. Although it seems that what we lack is outside ourselves—the right job, the right mate, the
right body, the right memories—the emptiness is core-deep. To make satisfying, lasting changes
in how we nourish our bodies, we must learn to get some vital nourishment from within. We do
that by connecting with our spiritual selves—by making practical contact with a Higher Power,
whatever we perceive that to be.If you can get past the binge/diet syndrome by some other
means, terrific. I couldn’t. I’d stressed my resolve and my willpower until, like overworked
peasants, they revolted. That insidious urge to smooth life’s rough edges with a nibble that could
turn into a nightmare would overtake me just when I was convinced I had everything under



control. My intelligence and good intentions were of no more use than lighting fixtures in a house
with no wiring. I needed power and I didn’t have it. I was desperate to tap into a Higher Power,
one that would always be there.It was such a strange notion. My problem seemed so physical. I
ate quantities of physical food and it showed quantitatively on my physical body, yet
paradoxically the answer to my problem was spiritual. It didn’t make sense to me at first and it
may not make sense to you until you realize that, as human beings, we are like icebergs. Our
physical selves are only the tip of our totality. There’s so much more beneath the surface. We’re
splendid beings with complex emotions and intellects, and underlying our hearts, minds, and
bodies is a spiritual essence. It’s uniquely ours, yet it connects us to every living thing. It
connects us to life itself.The part of you that shows—your body—is important because it’s a part
of you and you are important. You can think of your body as the vehicle in which you journey
through this life; or as your radio receiver picking up signals from the outside world; or an
instrument in an orchestra, allowing you to play your music for the rest of us. A symphony needs
French horns and oboes; cellos and violins; tiny, tinkling triangles and booming timpani. In the
same way, there’s a place for each one of us.Abusing food can interfere with your ability to
appreciate your special physical self. In an all-out binge, you have to cut off diplomatic relations
between the body and the mind. Since it’s a rare person who consciously wants to be miserable,
most people who binge separate their conscious (thinking) selves from their sensory (physical)
selves by reading, surfing the web, driving, or watching TV while they eat. They absentmindedly
grab snacks throughout the day or sneak tastes while preparing a meal. Swearing off the
distractions that remove you from the present moment may seem like the antidote, but it isn’t. If
you have the need to binge, you’ll find a way to shut off your mind, with all its shoulds and oughts
and know betters—and go for the food.The need to binge is a spiritual hunger. It can only be
assuaged with spiritual food. The soul lives on love the way a koala bear lives on eucalyptus
leaves. All genuine love is good—love from family, your friends, your dog or cat—but the kind
that you need for this purpose can’t be filtered through anyone else. It has to come from the
source: love that’s within you so you don’t have to look for it, that’s already yours so you don’t
have to earn it, that can’t stop loving you so you don’t have to worry about losing it. Once you
realize that this love exists and that it’s available to you with no questions asked, you’ll be eager
to put into practice the principles that you’ll learn in this book. You begin by:(1) Accepting that
your food problem is serious, that you can’t deal with it on your own(2) Opening your mind to the
idea that a Higher Power can change things(3) Allowing that Higher Power—call it love, call it
God, call it whatever feels right to you—to work some wonders in your life.If you’re familiar with
the Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous (adopted by Overeaters Anonymous, Gamblers
Anonymous, Debtors Anonymous, and numerous other groups), you’ll recognize these three
concepts as an interpretation of the first three steps. People in the anonymous programs
sometimes abbreviate them as: “(1) I can’t. (2) God can. (3) I’ll let Him (or Her or It).” However
worded, this formula is common to men and women of all ages and cultures who have built or
rebuilt their lives on a spiritual basis, letting go of old ways that didn’t work and inviting in



something new that does.A Lifetime AdventureSpiritualizing your thoughts and attitudes is an
adventure that can last a lifetime. To instigate the process, particularly as it affects your eating,
take the following actions today and every day for the next month:• Each morning before your
feet touch the floor, ask your Higher Power to help you eat reasonably that day. At night say
“Thank you,” even if your eating (or your day) wasn’t perfect.• When you’re at the mirror to put on
your makeup or shave, look yourself in the eye and say, “I love you just the way you are.” You
don’t have to believe it yet. Just do it.• Read over the “Revolutionary Concepts” (page 17) every
morning and evening.• Spend some quiet time by yourself every single day—at least ten
minutes’ worth. If you have to take this time in the bathtub to get privacy, fine. During this period,
read over the first three of the Twelve Steps in their original form (see Appendix), change the
word “alcohol” in Step 1 to “food,” and think about these steps. Do you really believe that you’re
powerless over your addiction or is there something else you’d like to try? Can you contemplate
the possibility that a Higher Power could help? Can you consider making a decision to put that
Higher Power in charge of your will and your life? (Writing your thoughts on this in a journal isn’t
required, but it can be helpful.)• Do not diet. Think instead in terms of refraining from eating for a
fix one day at a time. Enjoy three reasonable meals each day. (If you have a health problem that
calls for eating more often, do what your doctor tells you. If there’s no medical reason for you to
eat more than three times a day, eat breakfast, lunch, and dinner, period, no excuses.) Before
each meal ask your Higher Power to help you eat wisely. If you want to eat at other times,
converse with your Higher Power. If a meal is delayed or if for some other reason you are
genuinely, physically hungry, have a piece of fruit. Eat it slowly. Enjoy it. Then get back to living.•
Do at least two nice things for yourself today—one nice thing that you think you should do (make
the bed, floss your teeth, swim laps) and one that’s just for fun (take a bubble bath, go to a
movie, have coffee with a friend).• Enlist some support. At the very least, read this book with
another person and help each other along. You’ll do yourself a great favor, however, if you
connect with a support group already organized that uses proven principles to help food addicts
recover. OA—. This group will teach you how to incorporate the Twelve Steps into your life while
providing an unparalleled support system of people who understand the disease of compulsive
eating and how to recover from it. There’s no charge to be a member, and there are OA meetings
in cities and towns across America and around the world, as well as telephone and online
meetings. OA is a recovery program, not a diet club.If you’re feeling overwhelmed by all this, take
a deep breath, blow it out, and let yourself relax. It’s a lot to process. Give yourself time to let
these notions settle. You may want to read this chapter more than once before you go further.
You’re embarking on a transformational journey. That’s no small thing and some trepidation is
normal. Old patterns are going to be replaced and they don’t want to get fired.While you’re
making layoffs, you may also want to consider trading any old images of a punishing, wrathful
deity for one that loves you no matter what. Or maybe you need to revamp your concept of a
Higher Power that may be nice enough, but that seems too mythical for your rational self to buy
into a concept that makes sense to you today. The idea is to develop your own understanding of



a Higher Power that isn’t just interested in great, cosmic events but one that’s within you and is
therefore interested in you and seeing you out of your food addiction. Start with whatever image
works for you and allow it to change over time if you need to. Just get used to being loved
unconditionally, weird as that might seem if you’ve never felt it before.Coming up with your own
concept doesn’t mean that you’re “inventing God.” It means that you’re accepting the idea that
there’s more to life than what we see, and using your gift of creative thought to come up with an
understanding of what is beyond understanding. Einstein said, “I want to know God’s thoughts.
The rest are details.” He didn’t say, “Because I am a really smart genius, I know God’s thoughts,”
only that he wanted to. If Einstein was allowed to seek and explore and extrapolate in the realm
of the unknown, so are you.Whether you realize it or not, you, like Einstein, are spiritual. Do not
think for an instant because the solution to food addiction is spiritual that food addicts
themselves are somehow lacking in spiritual potential. True, in the midst of a binge anyone’s
spirituality is on temporary hold, but your inherent spiritual identity persists. It doesn’t go
anywhere just because you’re carrying too much weight or you are in some other way
misaligned in the eating/exercise/body image area.Revolutionary ConceptsThese revolutionary
concepts aren’t for overthrowing governments, they’re the beginner’s basics for revolutionizing
your relationship with your body and how you feed it. Read them over every morning and
evening for the next month, paying particular attention to those with which you may feel
uncomfortable. It’s possible that those don’t apply to you, but it’s more likely that they’re precisely
the ones that can mean the most in your recovery.• You’re acceptable right now, regardless of
what you ate yesterday or what the scale has to say about you• Abusing food is a sign of internal
imbalance, and overcoming it is largely an inside job• Food addiction is serious and, like other
addictions, progressive. Few genuine addicts have ever recovered without undergoing an inner
metamorphosis• Your spirituality is personal. You don’t have to take on someone else’s brand•
You’re a spiritual being living in a physical body. Your body is an integral part of the totality that is
you• Your body is not an independent entity. Instead, it reflects what’s going on inside you
emotionally, mentally, and spiritually• It’s OK to feel beautiful right now. If you wait until you’re thin
to feel beautiful, you may never get there• If you don’t eat for a fix today, that long string of
tomorrows that seems so foreboding will take care of itself• Your body is not your enemy. You
and your body are in this together• Having a food addiction doesn’t make you a bad person or
even a weak one. Both medicine and psychology recognize addiction as an illness, not a moral
issue• You don’t have to be perfect to get well, and it’s even OK to be a little bit scared• Ideas
that you’re not sure of can be tried out, like taking a car on a test drive. If, for example, the
thought of a spiritual solution to your food problem doesn’t seem logical, you can consider it as a
possibility and test it out as a hypothesis.All the inner growth you’ve done up to this point counts,
too. Only you and your Higher Power know how far you’ve had to come to get here, to the point
where you can honestly look at yourself and what you’re eating. Give yourself credit for getting
here and resist the urge to compare yourself to anyone else. All that matters now is that you’ve
suffered with this long enough. It’s your turn to be free—body and spirit.
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Cooking Made Easy: Over 100 Recipes, Green Smoothie Recipes to Kickstart Your Health and
Healing: Based on the Best Selling Book Goodbye Lupus, The 30-Day Alzheimer's Solution: The
Definitive Food and Lifestyle Guide to Preventing Cognitive Decline, Own Your Health: How to
Live Long and Avoid Chronic Illness



Ryan D. Andrews, “Improve Your Relationship With Food. I'm a dietitian who works with many
people struggling to attain a healthy body weight. I will consider this book "required reading"
from now on.Two of my favorite excerpts:--"The body is a reflection of what's going on inside:
emotionally, intellectually and spiritually."--"When you change your diet, not with a specific goal
weight in mind but because your life and world will be better when you do, your body will take it
from there."”

JulieTuesday, “The Love-Powered Diet: Eating for Freedom, Health, and Joy. The Love-Powered
Diet is one of the best books I have read that tackles the very sensitive issue of body image and
struggle. It is brilliantly written and shows one person's path of growth and learning that leads
her up to a most compassionate life. This book helped me with some of my own internal
struggles and allowed me to see that I am not alone when facing similar misconceptions. (and
neither are you!) It is wonderfully written and contains a good amount of information on
Veganism and health. I highly recommend this book.Julie Tuesday”

unhappy Reader, “Amazing book!. This book is amazing. It has changed the way I view myself
and food. I do not know a single person that would not benefit in some way from reading this
book. It has even made me more conscious of my carbon footprint. I recently switched from
paper towels to using a bundle of costco washrags around the house instead.”

Clint Galvin, “Good book but error on page 52. Good book but error on page 52, Great
Invocation is very powerful invocation for Light and Love but is missing the first stanza-"From the
point of light within the mind of God, let light stream forth into the minds of men".”

Susan Morgan, “Amazing. After a lifetime of battling weight and failing I gave up. As soon as I did
that this book appeared. I nearly didn't buy it because I was done with dieting. Thank God I did! It
explains everything and after one fast read I feel peace about my body.”

The book by Victoria Moran has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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